ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Today, complete genome sequences are published at an ever-increasing rate. The public release of a genome sequence is usually accompanied by an initial annotation that provides functional predictions for about 50-80% of the open reading frames of the genome (Iliopoulos et al., 2001) . Once a genome project is finished and released, its further re-annotation is in principle maintained by the respective research community that keeps track of the updating, correcting and constant improving of the functional evidence for gene products. A routinely automatic re-annotation might thus provide a good basis for this continuous improvement of knowledge about the functions encoded in a genome. However, up to now, only a few attempts have been made to re-annotate complete genome sequences (Ouzounis and Karp, 2002) .
Benefitted by the increasing number of complete genome sequences that have been released over the past few years, new methods for the contextual analysis of genes and proteins have been introduced to predict putative protein-protein interactions, including gene fusion analysis (Enright et al., 1999; Enright and Ouzounis, 2001) , the analysis of gene order conservation (Dandekar et al., 1998; Overbeek et al., 1999; Ermolaeva et al., 2001) or the analysis of phylogenetic profiles, i.e. patterns of co-occurrence of genes (Pellegrini et al., 1999; Marcotte et al., 2000) . Moreover, the analysis of orthologous relationships between proteins is often essential for the accurate assignment of a specific function. At present, the database of Clusters of Orthologous Groups (Tatusov et * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
al., 2001)
, an attempt on a phylogenetic classification of proteins based on orthologous relationships, provides not only information about levels of orthology and paralogy but also phylogenetic profiles for 30 phylogenetic lineages (43 completed genomes).
We decided to combine a homology-based reannotation, including assignments to Pfam protein families (Bateman et al., 2002) , with a contextual analysis of the genes and the encoded proteins for the genome of the opportunistic pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa. We chose this organism as an example for the following reasons: (i) this bacterial species is one of the best studied microorganisms, (ii) after publication of the genome sequence (Stover et al., 2000) , many completely sequenced genomes and other information about bacterial protein functions have entered biological databases, and (iii) the initial annotation has been very thorough but the initially applied cutoff thresholds for the assignment of function appear to be quite conservative, therefore an unusually large fraction of the detected coding sequences (45%) have been classified as hypothetical or conserved hypothetical proteins.
The automatically and partially manually re-annotated protein sequences have been deposited in the database, which we name PSEURECA, for Pseudomonas reannotation and context analysis. This annotation platform may serve as a basis upon which contextual analyses for other species can be performed.
METHODS AND DATABASE FEATURES
To complement and update the original annotation of the P.aeruginosa genome, the following analyses have been performed and merged into a mySQL database.
A re-annotation of the P.aeruginosa based on the updated annotation version at http://www.pseudomonas.com was done using the automatic annotation tool GeneQuiz (Andrade et al., 1999) . If a new function could be assigned to a previously hypothetical or conserved hypothetical protein, this annotation is marked as a 'new finding' by GeneQuiz. The procedure also performs a search for conserved Pfam domains. All 'new findings' from GeneQuiz below a cutoff e-value of e-10 (BlastP similarity search) or cutoff score of 130 (FASTA similarity search) as well as all assignments to Pfam families below a cutoff e-value of 1 have been included in the PSEURECA database. The feature page for each protein is also linked to the corresponding complete GeneQuiz entry, enabling a full tracing of assignments via hyperlinks.
In order to obtain information about paralogous relationships within the P.aeruginosa genome, a genome clustering procedure was performed using GeneRage (Enright and Ouzounis, 2000) . All paralogous families that contain more than one gene have been included in the database. Additionally, assignments to clusters of orthologous groups (COG) obtained from NCBI's COG database have been added, each accompanied by the corresponding phylogenetic profile of the COG entry. Each profile can be compared to all other profiles in the P.aeruginosa genome by allowing up to five substitutions. The analysis of gene fusions has been done using AllFuse (Enright et al., 1999) with the Swiss-Prot protein database as a reference set. We included those fusion events, where two or more P.aeruginosa genes are similar to a single composite protein from Swiss-Prot without overlapping in the composite protein.
The P.aeruginosa genome has been compared to 72 other bacterial and archaeal genomes in order to find conserved neighborhoods-co-localized groups of genes in multiple genomes. The detection method has been obtained from a previous report (Ermolaeva et al., 2001) and modified to enable the handling of a large number of genomes. PSEURECA includes conserved neighborhoods with confidence score 60% or higher. Furthermore, each gene is linked to an up-to-date analysis of the conserved gene neighborhood provided by the STRING server .
The results of all these analyses are combined with the results of the initial annotation of P.aeruginosa PAO1 (Stover et al., 2000) on a single feature page for each protein. This page contains additional links to more detailed views of the results.
The database can be searched by either entering a single gene number, which leads directly to the corresponding feature page or by the combination of the following search criteria: keyword, functional class, new findings by GeneQuiz, assignments to protein families or COGs, detected fusion event, conserved gene neighborhood, or re-annotation comments. This search results in a list of all genes that match the selected search criteria and provides links to the respective feature pages. et al., 2000) and comprises all uncharacterized proteins with or without homologues.
RESULTS OF THE AUTOMATIC RE-ANNOTATION
All methods discussed above have been applied to the complete list of coding sequences predicted by the P.aeruginosa genome project. Table 1 shows the number of functional assignments by each method with a main focus on the fraction of hypothetical and conserved hypothetical proteins. In total, 1885 of 2524 (74%) of the initially hypothetical proteins were characterized by a new functional assignment by either GeneQuiz, Pfam or COG, or have been detected in a conserved neighborhood or gene fusion event ( Fig. 1a and b) . Most of these assignments have been obtained by at least two methods, although one has to keep in mind that the homology-based methods are often not independent from each other. Distribution analysis of new assignments for genes initially annotated as hypothetical and conserved hypothetical proteins. The large grey circles represent the whole set of those genes.
The contribution of the analysis of gene fusion to the functional assignments is low compared to gene neighborhood assignments. Similar proportions have been observed previously for Mycoplasma genitalium . Furthermore, many paralogous genes have been detected in similar gene fusion events. With an increasing number of genomes, the reconstruction of orthologous relationships of single genes becomes more complex and error-prone-it might be necessary to include a fusion analysis for protein families, instead of single protein sequences (Enright and Ouzounis, 2001 ). The lower frequency of assignments based on contextual methods compared to homology-based methods is expected to increase with more sequenced genomes and functionally characterized genes and proteins.
The comparison between the size distribution of all P.aeruginosa genes and those hypothetical genes that have no additional assignment in PSEURECA shows a dramatic shift towards smaller sizes. 50% of the latter fraction is smaller than 500 base pairs (bp), whereas only 25% of the all genes have sizes below 500 bp. In contrast, the size distribution of initially hypothetical genes that have now obtained a new function assignment is similar to the genome average. This finding indicates that many of the remaining hypothetical proteins might be false positive open reading frame predictions. As argued by Skovgaard et al. (2001) , up to 10% of the predicted genes in many sequenced microbial genomes are probably non-coding open reading frames that occur just by chance. This effect will increase in G+C-rich chromosomes, including that of P.aeruginosa, since the statistically expected frequency of the stop-codons decreases.
The clustering of all P.aeruginosa proteins resulted in 704 protein families, with two or more members encompassing 2858 proteins. Of these families, 210 were found to include only hypothetical proteins (534). Another 247 hypothetical proteins clustered together with functionally characterized proteins into 150 families.
MANUAL ANNOTATION
For a subset of about 600 hypothetical proteins, the new automatically predicted functional assignments were manually validated and commented. The selection of these proteins was slightly biased towards assignments with higher scores (according to the similarity searches) and multiple new assignments. To propose new protein functions, we have added 'comments', plus an evidence code, which indicates the contribution of the various assignment methods to the new finding, and a transitive annotation-based score (TABS) with reference to the original annotation. The TABS score was introduced to assess the quality of agreement between initial annotations and re-annotations and ranges from 0 (total agreement) to 7 (false positive) (Ouzounis and Karp, 2002) . For most of the re-annotated proteins TABS of 7 (under-prediction) or 4 (false negative) were assigned, which reflects the rather cautious approach of the initial annotation of the P.aeruginosa genome.
Among the re-annotated proteins, many of which had been initially assigned as '(conserved) hypothetical proteins', were many enzymes with uncertain specificity, including several dioxygenases probably involved in degradation of aromatic compounds, and peptidases, that may play a role in protein recycling or antibiotic resistance. Moreover, we have identified numerous transporters and substrate binding proteins, transposases and signal transduction proteins, as well as several putative operons, including a type I restriction system (PA2733-2735), a phosphonate utilization operon (PA3372-3384) and an operon for the biosynthesis of a secondary metabolite that may be a siderophore or an antibiotic compound (PA1216-1221).
Most of the automatically derived assigments could be confirmed by the manual evaluation. Results of the protein fusion analysis were helpful in most cases although the high level of paralogy in the large genome of P.aeruginosa leads to a high level of redundancy (Enright and Ouzounis, 2001 )-3325 fusion events have been detected for 354 proteins. The detection of conserved gene neighborhoods proved to be very informative for the functional prediction, moreover it often allows to discriminate between orthologs and paralogs. In contrast, the impact of the analysis of phylogenetic profiles is rather low due to high noise levels. Nevertheless, phylogenetic profiling can be used to support weak predictions by other methods and possibly identify functional properties as the number of genomes increases.
The PSEURECA database is a prototype project to provide an up-to-date annotation including context-based information about gene functions combined with homologybased functional assignments. The incorporation of forthcoming complete genome sequences of the genus Pseudomonas might provide a valuable resource for the Pseudomonas research commmunity.
